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more buildings are mentioned. The great strength of this book is that it does not 

present a theory argued at any length, but elegantly adds example to example. In 

many ways, it is therefore an anthology, a �PSJMFHJVN of buildings and authors. The 

main argument is never out of sight and this makes following the author a plea-

surable and sometimes entertaining experience. On the other hand, the planning 

phase of architecture is completely absent: any meaningful discussion of draw-

ings, models, photography, WFEVUF, or digital rendering is missing (an exception is 

UIF�QMBO����IF��STU�DIBQUFS�JT�B�TVTUBJOFE�BSHVNFOU�BHBJOTU�UIF�JOEJTDSJNJOBUF�VTF�

of architectural treatises and theory.

O��FNQ�T�FZFT��BSDIJUFDUVSF�T�EF�OJOH�GFBUVSF�JT�JUT�TFMG�SF�FDUJWF�OBUVSF�UIBU�DBO�

only be uncovered by careful description: architecture speaks about itself. This 

tenet (which is nowhere explicitly stated) is the underlying argument put forth in 

this architectural primer. Each chapter is copiously and beautifully illustrated by 

small black-and-white photographs of buildings from antiquity to the present day. 

The eloquent prose of Kemp’s book is punctuated by footnotes that give a selection 

of literature on the subject in German and English. This selective bibliography is 

in itself highly valuable and Kemp often unearths positions and authors now long 

forgotten. Conversely, the volume has no comprehensive bibliography and no 

index. Only a reader venturing to read the book from cover to cover will be able to 

collect these bibliographical pearls and savour Kemp’s aperçus. The book therefore 

in no way can be compared to the usual classroom handbooks. Any reader look-

ing for a straightforward approach to the subject probably will be disappointed. 

Nonetheless, in a somewhat old-fashioned way it is a very good introductory text 

for students and teachers alike. 

Matteo Burioni

Institute of Art History

Ludwig Maximilian University, Munich

Germany

Book Review

Andreas Beyer, Matteo Burioni, and Johannes Grave, editors 

Das Auge der Architektur: Zur Frage der Bildlichkeit in der Baukunst 

0XQLFK��:LOKHOP�)LQN�9HUODJ������������SS�������E�Z�DQG�����FRORXU�LOO���ř���

,6%1������������������

Editors and reviewers of anthologies face quite similar problems in binding together a 

wealth of different approaches in order to stimulate discussion. Unfortunately, edited 

WPMVNFT�VTVBMMZ�EP�OPU�IBWF�BO�FQJMPHVF���OE�TP�POF�OFFET�UP�BQQSPBDI�UIF��OFMZ�

designed conference proceedings �BT��VHF�EFS��SDIJUFLUVS���VS�
SBHF�EFS��JMEMJDILFJU�JO�EFS�

�BVLVOTU (�SDIJUFDUVSF�T�	ZF���O�DPOJDJUZ�JO��SDIJUFDUVSF) like an open-ended corridor.

Editors Andreas Beyer, Matteo Burioni, and Johannes Grave wanted nothing less 

than to extend to architecture the theory of the image, a theory developed since 2005 

by the National Centre of Competence in Research ‘Iconic Criticism’ (Eikones) at 

�BTFM�VOEFS�UIF�EJSFDUJPO�PG��PUUGSJFE��PFIN���P�UIJT�FOE��BSDIJUFDUVSF��STU�OFFEFE�

to be declared an iconic phenomenon; the editors already try to do this through the 

volume’s title. But, although this iconicity catches the attention on a literary level, 

JU�BDUVBMMZ�SFTUSJDUT�UIF�TVCKFDU�NBUUFS�UP�B�QFSTPOJ�FE�JNBHF�PG�BSDIJUFDUVSF�BOE�UP�

examples of eye-like building structures and the eye symbol in the self-projection 

of the architect (see the essays by Andreas Beyer and Michael Gnehm). The editors 

carefully explain theories of image and architecture, considered from the perspec-

tive of sign, surface, or spatial atmospheres. Via image theory the editors introduce a 

renewed concept of reception: the iconicity of architecture refreshes itself according 

to the situation, and independently of parts of a building, in everyday use. This may 

�U�JOUVJUJWFMZ�XJUI�UIF�FYQFSJFODF�PG�BSDIJUFDUVSF�CVU�SBJTFT�UIF�RVFTUJPO�BT�UP�UIF�

instrument of research: what is the use of the subjectively perceived and moreover 

ephemeral oscillation between building (body) and image (view)?

According to the editors, iconicity here means a surprising ‘image creation’ by 

architecture, which goes beyond the visual presentation of images and addresses 

the beholder. This is clearly based on Boehm’s image theory, which assigns to the 
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Cover of �BT��VHF�EFS��SDIJUFLUVS
�IPUPHSBQI��DPVSUFTZ�PG��JMIFMN�
JOL��FSMBH

work of art an ability to set off actions. Architecture’s ability to generate images, 

postulated in this volume, through metaphors and bodily suggestions expands the 

EJTDPVSTF�JO�XBZT�CPUI�CFOF�DJBM�BOE�EFUSJNFOUBM��G�BSDIJUFDUVSF�DPNNVOJDBUFT�

via images, this supposition allows familiar material to be approached with fresh 

questions, although the acceptance of a QPJFUJD dimension of architecture may 

distract from historical, functional, or political intentions. But this point of view 

would not do justice to architecture as a GBJU�TPDJBM. At the same time, the concept 

PG�JDPOJDJUZ��BDDPSEJOH�UP�UIF�BVUIPST��FOBCMFT�DSJUJDBM�SF�FDUJPO�BU�UIF�WFSZ�QMBDF�

where a building, with the help of the image, distances itself from its function. 

�IBU�IBQQFOT�XIFO�BSDIJUFDUVSF�CFDPNFT�BO�JNBHF��U�CFDPNFT�QBSU�PG�UIF�EJT-

course about iconic representation—its intention, effect, and control. Not only the 

architectural drawing, but also models and photography (Alina Payne) as well as 

�UBEUCJMEFS (Hans-Rudolf Meier) become charged with narration in the perspective 

of the image producer. Architectural ‘visual systems’ such as the façade and the 

classical orders are presented as if congealed into a vocabulary of political power 

(Monika Melters), but how the concept of image is distinct from that of symbol is 

OPU�DMBSJ�FE��
VSUIFSNPSF��BSDIJUFDUVSF�JT�FYBNJOFE�BT�BO�JNBHF�HFOFSBUJOH�TFUUJOH�

UIBU�QSPWJEFT�JOGPSNBUJPO�PO�UIF�SFMBUJPOTIJQ�PG�SFBM�TQBDF�BOE�JNBHF���IFSFBT��FSE�

Blum sees the architectural framing of landscape ultimately as a renunciation of a 

theocentric �FMUBOTDIBVOH from the Quattrocento onwards, Johannes Grave identi-

�FT�UIF�BSDIJUFDUVSBM�QBJOUJOHT�PG�
JMJQQJOP��JQQJ��XIJDI�EFTUBCJMJTF�UIF�GSBNFXPSL��

as a christological programme. If we compare these two essays, it becomes clear that 

deducing a world-view from an image may lead to contradictions.

To become image, architecture needs the body of the viewer. Matteo Burioni ex-

amines this thesis with the help of the doors (ear trumpets), benches, and cornices 

�TPVOE�SF�FDUPST��PG��VBUUSPDFOUP�QBMBDFT���BNNZ��SPUIFST�EFTDSJCFT�CPEJMZ�

responses to the architecture of the Laurentian Library, Florence, reacting simul-

taneously to both the core and the shell of the building. And Marion Gartenmeis-

ter shows how the caryatid, which represents the implementation of the body in 

architecture, can undermine the visualisation of tectonics. 

Carsten Ruhl wonders whether Aldo Rossi is the pioneer of the medialisation of 

post-modern architecture. He maintains that Rossi ignores the ideological condi-
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tions with which his image models were created and subordinates architectural 

form to presentational form. If picture corresponds to picture, this also sheds 

fresh light on Rossi’s typology theory and the lack of context of his buildings. How 

can this be reconciled with the buildings of Rossi’s pupils Jacques Herzog and 

Pierre de Meuron, whose diffusely gazing ‘eyes of architecture’ evoke images that, 

according to Philip Ursprung, ultimately exemplify globalisation—no criticism 

intended? If Rossi substitutes architecture with its ‘aggregate media states’ (Ruhl), 

then Herzog and de Meuron tie these back to architecture again.

Using works of Jean Nouvel, Henry Keazor demonstrates how iconicity can be 

JOUSPEVDFE�JOUP�BSDIJUFDUVSF�XJUI�JNBHJOH�NFUIPET�GSPN��MN��QBJOUJOH��BOE�

photography, for the purpose of not just affecting the viewer, but also for the 

SF�FDUJPO�PG�TPDJBM�WBMVFT�BOE�PG�OBSSBUJPO��XIJDI�DBO�BMTP�HP�BTUSBZ���UIFS�BVUIPST�

EFSJWF�BO�FYQBOTJPO�PG�HFOFSBM�WJTVBM�UIFPSZ�GSPN�UIF��HVSBUJWF�BSDIJUFDU�T�TJHOFU�

on buildings for artistic self-representation (Alexander Markschies) and from the 

MBOHVBHF�QPUFOUJBM�PG�DPOUFNQPSBSZ��DPNNVOJDBUJPO�CVJMEJOHT����PMGHBOH��FNQ���

Kemp addresses some fundamental issues that are not broached by most of the 

other essays. How can iconicity be examined from a communication centre like 

Toyo Ito’s Mediatheque in Sendai, which is no BSDIJUFDUVSF�QBSMBOUF? Here, iconic-

ity perforce is revealed beyond visual offerings and accompanying visual material 

from other genres. Its usability generates an image in the perception of the user.

The editors formulate the thesis of a general expansion of the image concept in par-

ticular through the view of architecture. An epilogue would have settled whether or 

OPU�UIJT�UIFTJT�JT�DPO�SNFE���IJT�DPVME�IBWF�CFFO�UIF�QMBDF�UP�EJTDVTT��GPS�FYBNQMF��

IPX�EJHJUBMMZ��VJE�QJDUVSFT�CFIBWF�JO�DPNQBSJTPO�UP�UIPTF�PG��MN��BT�EFNPOTUSBUFE�

PO�UIF�CBTJT�PG�UIF��JOEPXT�PQFSBUJOH�TZTUFN���BSHBSFUF��SBUTDILF��PS�UIF��MNJD�JO-

ventory of Las Vegas by car (Martino Stierli). And a conclusion should certainly have 

been drawn from the fact that nearly all of the nineteen consistent and well-argued 

essays start off in the Renaissance or in the post-modern age.

Regine Heß

Technical University Munich

Germany

book Review

Deborah Howard

Venice Disputed: Marc’Antonio Barbaro and Venetian Architecture, 1550–1600

1HZ�+DYHQ���/RQGRQ��<DOH�8QLYHUVLW\�3UHVV������������SS�������FRORXU�DQG�����E�Z�LOO���ś����

,6%1�������������������

During the second half of the sixteenth century, Venice became the setting for an 

intense intellectual debate about architectural theory and practice. This was the 

period when Andrea Palladio, perhaps the greatest architect of all time, produced 

TPNF�PG�IJT��OFTU�CVJMEJOHT��U�XBT�BMTP�UIF�QFSJPE�XIFO�UXP�PG�IJT�NPTU�JNQPSUBOU�

patrons, the brothers Daniele and Marc’Antonio Barbaro, sought to translate the 

ideas and ideals of Roman architecture into a way of building at peace with the 

Venetian landscape. Palladio’s villa and chapel at Maser, designed in collaboration 

with the brothers, are tangible expressions of this project, just as Daniele’s 1556 

Italian translation of, and commentary to, Vitruvius explored these ideas on paper. 

The church of the Redentore by Palladio, the Rialto Bridge, the Arsenal, and the 

restoration of the Doge’s Palace also all date from this time. If ever there was an 

architectural golden age in one particular city, this period in Venice was surely it. 

�IJMTU��BMMBEJP�IBT�CFFO�UIF�UPQJD�PG�DPVOUMFTT�NPOPHSBQIT�PWFS�UIF�ZFBST��UIF�UXP�

Barbaro brothers have received less attention. There is still no English translation 

of Daniele’s Vitruvius commentary, for example, and Marc’Antionio has been the 

subject of only one previous biography, by Charles Yriarte published at Paris in 

1874. Part biography, part architectural history of the period, Deborah Howard’s 

�FOJDF��JTQVUFE throws fresh light on Marc’Antionio’s life and involvement in the 

MFBEJOH�CVJMEJOH�QSPKFDUT�PG�IJT�UJNF���PNQMFY�GBNJMZ�SFMBUJPOTIJQT�BSF�BMTP�DMBSJ�FE�

(although two different Zaccaria Barbaros are given as fathering the humanist 

Ermolao the elder). And whilst neglected heroes such as the proto Antonio da 

Ponte come to the fore, Marc’Antonio’s own legendary contributions to Venetian 

public buildings somewhat ironically fade on closer scrutiny. For example, Howard 

reconsiders Barbaro’s role in the reception of Henry III in Venice in 1574, pointing 

out his relatively small part in the procession, and she also points out that he was 


